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Abstract - The popularity of the cloud had brought a
new data owner allows to enter into the system
convenience for outsourcing the owner’s data. A cloud server is
formed by connecting a various no of systems all together to a
without affecting other data owners and other data
centralized remote server which is hosted on internet to store
users. In this, the only authenticated data users can
files but not on local machines. In present there was more
perform correct searches.
2P.G

demand for cloud computing in all domains and many users
started outsourcing the files but in cloud there are some draw
backs i.e. the owner’s data will be in a plaintext format not in
an encryption format. The search which is done will be off
single keyword not of multi keyword. In this paper, we
implement a new concept like double encryption for data
before storing in to the cloud server and for the data on local
host will be encrypted to avoid trapdoors and hacking. As an
extension we proposed a new scheme like advanced
authorization of cloud users, where the cloud user registration
either owner or user need to get activation permission from
cloud server. The user or owner who got activate permission
will receive the login password for their registered mail id,
with that only the owner or user can login and set their
desired password otherwise they fail to login. And also we
proposed a Novel Additive Order and a Privacy Preserving
Ranked Multi-Keyword Search for Multiple Data Owner Model
(PRMSMM), to give rank for the search files. So, finally this is
the first time such functions, which gives high level of security
for data during the insertion and retrieval compared to
various primitive clouds.
Key Words: Cloud server, Multi Keyword, Additive order,
Rank search, Trapdoors.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has more demand in existing world. In
cloud computing total information is usually processed in
remote machines [1], so the users cannot own it and operate
it on their local machines. On cloud server there are two
types of user’s like data owners and users, the data owners
will upload the file in cloud server and the users will
download the file from cloud server. In cloud server the
owners data is not having high level security due to lack of
secured encryption format. At present, it is stored in
plaintext format [2]. In this paper we proposed privacy
preserving ranked multi keyword search protocol in a multi
owner cloud model to enable cloud server to perform secure
search. Also the multi keyword search over encrypted

2. ABOUT MULTI KEYWORD SEARCH
In cloud servers, there was no facility like multi keyword
search over an encrypted cloud data[9]. Now almost all cloud
servers are using single keyword search with only one
keyword like filename and there is no concept like searching
the same file with multiple attributes[5]. If any user who
wishes to download any file from the cloud server then he
needs to get permission from the cloud owner, he needs to
give the exact name of the file correctly in the search bar,
then only he will be able to search that file[3]. If the user
forgets that file name during his search then he can’t
download the exact file from the owner[6]. So in this paper
we have implemented a keyword search like multi keyword
search, in which the data owner while uploading the data in
the current cloud enters a file name along with a keyword
and then he browse the file from the desired location. In this
way he is giving multi inputs while he is uploading the
data[7]. If the user who wants to download the file from the
cloud server then he can enter file name or keyword[4]. In
this way multi keyword is implemented to retrieve the files
from cloud server [8].

3. ABOUT RANKING
Ranking tells us the similarity among the set of items
such that, for any two items, the first item is ranked
higher than second item, or first item is ranked lower
than second item or the first item is ranked equal to the
second item. We can’t say that all the objects should
have different behavior, sometimes two objects may
contain same rank during the comparison. In this paper
we proposed the ranking method in order to
differentiate each file compared with other files among
the set. The file which has more rank will come to the
top of list and the file which has very low rank will be
displayed at bottom.

file would be encrypted and re-encrypted with
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About Additive Order and Privacy Preserving
Function

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM & ITS PRELIMINARIES

In additive order and Privacy Preserving Function we find
the ranking for the documents which was uploaded into
cloud server by data owner. Generally in theoretical, an
additive function is defined as an arithmetic function
termed as f(x) of the positive integer say ’x’ such that
whenever a1 and a2 are prime, the additive function is
defined as the summation of all the co prime values. This is
represented as follows:

F (a1a2) = f (a1) + f (a2).
In this paper we use the sum of the relevance scores as the
metric to rank search results. Here we introduced various
encoded strategies for ranking the relevance scores. Initially,
the cloud server computes

Vi,j = Σ t∈Wf Vi,j,t
Now to find the ranking for the search values, the sum of all
relevance scores between the jth file and matched keywords
for Oi, and the auxiliary value

Ti,j (y) = Σ t∈Wf Ti,j,t(y)

For many types of cloud applications, there will be several
cloud service providers. But every cloud application should
contain these four entities.
Data Owner Entity
Admin Entity
Cloud Server Entity
Data User/Search User Entity
The initial entity is data owner entity who wishes to
outsource a collection of documents Z = (Z1, Z2, . . . , Zx) in
encrypted form S = (S1, S2, . . . , Sx) to the cloud server and
still preserve the search functionality on outsourced data.
Here Z is assumed as document if there are many documents
then it is represented as Z1, Z2 and so on. S is assumed as
encrypted document which is stored in cloud server if there
are many encrypted files then it is represented as S1, S2 and
so on. Initially the file ‘Z’ will be encrypted by the data owner
at his level before out sourcing into the Admin and also the
file which is located on local machine will be encrypted to
avoid hacking and trapdoors. The admin entity is one who
login into his account and receives the data request which is
send by data owner after an initial encryption. This admin
will now receive all the files which were uploaded by various

The relevance score between a keyword (W) and a
document (F) represents the frequency or count in which
that the keyword appears in the document. It can be used in
searchable encryption for returning ranked results. A
prevalent metric for evaluating the relevance score is TF ×
IDF, where TF (term frequency) represents the frequency of
a given keyword in a document and IDF (inverse document
frequency) represents the importance of keyword within the
whole document collection. Without loss of generality, we
select a widely used expression in [11] to evaluate the
relevance score as

Fig -1: Architecture Multi keyword search to avoiding the
Where

un authenticating in cloud storage

F j;w denotes the TF of keyword w in document Fj ;
Fw denotes the number of documents contain keyword w;
N denotes the number of documents in the collection; and
|Fj | denotes the length of Fj , obtained by counting the
number of indexed keywords.

data owners and then admin will re-encrypt with an
inclusion of file name, file details, time and so on at his level
and send to the cloud server. This double encryption or reencrypt gives a high level of security for our proposed
application compared with various primitive cloud service
providers. Now the cloud server entity is an important entity
among the four as this is the only entity which has privileges
to store the encrypted documents into its storage area. When
a search user entity try to download any file, search user will
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send the input as either filename or keyword so that
immediately the file request will be identified by the data
base records and if the input keyword is matched the file will
be downloaded otherwise search user cant download the file
and he will be treated as an unauthenticated person. Cloud
server entity which is a live cloud used to store the data in
encrypted manner.

5. EVALUATION
Implementation is nothing but the conversion of theoretical
design to programming manner. In this stage the proposed
system will divide the application into different modules.
The modules are
System Model
Data User Authentication
Illegal search detection
Search over multi owner
The proposed concept is implemented on java programming
language with a front end HTML, Net beans and backend as a
My SQL along with a real cloud called as DRIVEHQ.

5.1 System Model
We develop System Model to implement our proposed
system. Our System model consists of Admin, Search users,
data owners, and Cloud Servers. Data owners have a
collection of files F. To enable efficient search operations on
these files which will be encrypted, data owners first build a
secure searchable index I on the keyword set W extracted
from F, and then they submit I to the administration server.
Finally, data owners encrypt their files F and outsource the
corresponding encrypted files C to the cloud server. Upon
receiving I, the administration server re-encrypts I for the
authenticated data owners and outsources the re-encrypted
index to the cloud server. Once a data user wants to search t
keywords over these encrypted files stored on the cloud
server, he first computes the corresponding trapdoors and
submits them to the administration server. Once the data
user is authenticated by the administration server, the
administration server will further re-encrypt the trapdoors
and submit them to the cloud server. Upon receiving the
trapdoor T, the cloud server searches the encrypted index I
of each data owner and returns the corresponding set of
encrypted files. To improve the file retrieval accuracy and
save communication cost, a data user would tell the cloud
server a parameter k and cloud server would return the topk relevant files to the data user. Once the data user receives
the top-k encrypted files from the cloud server, he will
decrypt these returned files [12][13].
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5.2 Data User Authentication
To prevent attackers from pretending to be legal data users
performing searches and launching statistical attacks based
on the search result, data users must be authenticated before
the administration server re-encrypts trapdoors for data
users. Traditional authentication methods often follow three
steps. First, data requester and data authenticator share a
secret key, say, k0. Second, the requester encrypts his
personally identifiable information d0 using k0 and sends
the encrypted data (d0) k0 to the authenticator. Third, the
authenticator decrypts the received data with k0 and
authenticates the decrypted data [12][13].

5.3 Illegal Search Detection
In our scheme, the authentication process is protected by the
dynamic secret key and the historical information. We
assume that an attacker has successfully eavesdropped the
secret key k0, j of Uj. Then he has to construct the
authentication data; if the attacker has not successfully
eavesdropped the historical data, e.g., the request counter,
the last request time, he cannot construct the correct
authentication data. Therefore this illegal action will soon be
detected by the administration server. Further, if the
attacker has successfully eavesdropped all data of Uj, the
attacker can correctly construct the authentication data and
pretend himself to be Uj without being detected by the
administration server [13].

5.4 Search Over Multi Owner
The proposed scheme should allow multi-keyword search
over encrypted files which would be encrypted with
different keys for different data owners. It also needs to
allow the cloud server to rank the search results among
different data owners and return the top-k results [13].

6. Conclusion
In this paper first time we implement a secure ranked search
over multi keyword for multiple data owners and multiple
search users in cloud computing environment. In present
cloud services, there was no concept like encryption and
ranked search before storing it into the cloud i.e., the data is
just stored in plain text format. Since there was no
encryption the data owner’s data is not having a high level of
security and due to lack of ranked search it is time taken
process. In this paper for high level of security we proposed
a double encryption concept which also avoids hacking the
file from local machine. So trapdoors can’t fetch the data
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from local machines or remote machine. In this paper we
also proposed a ranking search, so with in less time search
user can get the file. For encryption and ranking search, an
additive order and privacy preserving function is used.
Finally this proposed mechanism gives a high level of
security and getting a file within less time.
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